
Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Dear fellow toilers in the vineyard of the Virtues,

Here is my !rst cut on the development of character through the acquisition of the Virtues. It 
is my contribution to the dialog on which Virtues to include in the Appreciation cards.

To produce the enclosed I wove seven individual threads into a single tapestry. "ey are:

Human Development - physical, mental, moral, emotional & psychological
Divine Writings of the Revealed Religions
Seven years of work on how to Live a Soul Full life
Nature and the Human Soul by Bill Plotkin
Descriptive Psychology
Research into the nature of the Divine Virtues and Spiritual Qualities
"e Five Strategies of "e Virtues Project.

I have a number of assumptions that may make the enclosed di#erent from the other submis-
sions.

Each of us is here to thrive -- not to merely survive and !t in.
Each of us is given a unique part to play in the ever advancing Divine plan.
Each of us is born with all of the virtues and our unique role concealed in our soul.
Each of us will develop at our own pace - in our own way.
In everything there is the Divine Plan and the hand of others - each will become
     who they are meant to be IF the right conditions are present.

Since the goal "e Virtues Project is to promote living by the Virtues in everyday life by 
providing those conditions, I have used its strategies as the structure of my contribution.

First page is the explanation of my use of the strategies. "at is followed by six pages - each 
focussed on one of the stages of development from birth through youth. I added a very brief 
explanation of the virtue as the focus changes as character develops. Over the next month or 
so I will complete the tapestry.

With love,

Dan



Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Stage of Development ~ Each stage of life has its own challenges and opportunities
Primary Task ~ Our well-being now and in the future involves accomplishing a given 

task at each stage of life

Note: General principles needed to make best use of the Five Strategies in each stage

O!er
Companioning

Likely to be found at the bottom of 
the cup - acknowledge during process 
of companioning and during closure 
and integration questions/statements.

Honour the Spirit
Core Virtues critical at each stage - 
Should always be acknowledged.

Recognize
Teachable Moments
Virtues needed to move forward -

Look for these Virtues when things become 
challenging.

Set
Clear Boundaries

Virtues needed to keep safe at each 
stage of life -

Call for and acknowledge them.

Language of
the Virtues

Virtues awakened at this stage of life.
Keep these Virtues in mind -

Acknowledge them when you see them.



Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Stage of Development ~ Primary (Birth to 2 years of Age)
Primary Task ~ Acquire a Sense of Who We Are

Note: !is is the Stage when ANY Virtue that is noticed, even in potential, ought to be awakened by naming it.

O"er
Companioning

Emotional - How Does it Feel?
Sensual - What hurts?

Persevering - Try again?
Curiosity - What did it ...?

Resourceful - You have what it takes!

Honour the Spirit
Innocence - Purity of Heart
Love - What you like a lot

Simplicity - One thing at a time
Imagination - See things your own way

Sensitivity - Feel everything fully

Recognize
Teachable Moments

Trust - Others will help when needed
Accountability - What I do makes a di"erence!

Prayerfulness - Talk to God
Courage - Strength in face of fear

Faith - Believe things will come out well

Set
Clear Boundaries

Obedience - Listen to caregivers
Consideration - !ink of others

Courtesy - Show that others matter
Gentleness - Do not hurt

Morality - Right & Wrong

Language of
the Virtues

Acceptance - Take what comes
Joyfulness - Happy inside
Resilience - Bounce back
Kindness - Treat with care

Faith - Believe things will come out well



Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Stage of Development ~ Pre-School (2 to 4 years of age)
Primary Task ~ Discover our place in the Family, Culture & Nature

Note: !is is the Stage when the Virtues most important to Family or Culture, even in potential,
ought to be achnowledged.

O"er
Companioning

Emotional - How Does it Feel?
Helpfulness - What would help?

Determination - How can you make it happen?
Curiosity - What did it ...?

Resourceful - You have what it takes!

Honour the Spirit
Spirituality - Led by the spirit

Receptive - Open to what comes
Tenderness - Easily moved
Emotional- Shows fieelings

Enthusiam- Positively involved

Recognize
Teachable Moments
Trust - All things work for good

Cooperation- Working well with others
Religious - What did God teach

Courage - Strength in face of fear
Curiousity - Look for more

Set
Clear Boundaries

Carefulness - Keep your whole self safe
Consideration - Take others into account

Respect - Honour what is due Honour
Forgiveness - Overlook others mistakes

Morality - Good & Bad

Language of
the Virtues

Certitude- Firm belief
Joyfulness - Happy inside

Flexible - Change when necessary
Orderliness - Do things in a way that 

make sense
Honesty - Without deception



Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Stage of Development ~ K to Grade 2 (5 to 7 years of age)
Primary Task ~ Exploring the Givens of Nature, Family, Culture & Community

Note: !is is the Stage when the Stories & Myths important to Culture & Community ought to guide your focus.

O"er
Companioning

Perceptive - What did you notice?
Helpfulness - How can I/you help?

Determination - How can you make it 
happen?

Discrimination - What did it look like?
Resourceful - You have what it takes!

Honour the Spirit
Wonder - Deep Involvement

Imaginative - Open to the implications
Purity - Truth seeking

Clarity - Observes fully
Awe - Grasps implications

Recognize
Teachable Moments

Hopeful - All things will work for good
Expressive - Sharing with others

Amazement - What has God wrought?
Confidence - Expecting the best

Orderliness - Do things reasonably/logically

Set
Clear Boundaries

Cleanliness - Keep your whole self clean
Caring - What do others need

Disciplined - Controlled
Fairness - Balanced & appropriate
Morality - Useful & Destructive

Language of
the Virtues

Curiosity - Wants to know
Persistence - Keeps on

Adventurous - Go beyond comfort zone
Earnest - Well meaning

Creative - Bring into being



Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Stage of Development ~ Grade 3 to 6 (8 to 11 years of age)
Primary Task ~ Exploring Di!erences in Nature, Family, Culture & Community

Note: "is is the Stage when the Individual begins to have an impact on Culture & Community.

O!er
Companioning

Reverence - How does it impact everything?
Compassion - How do they feel?

Intuition - How can you make it happen?
Moderation - What is enough?

Purposefulness - What do you want?

Honour the Spirit
Amazement - Impact of di!erences

Inventive - Open to blazing new ways
Delight - Enjoy having an impact

Discriminating - Observes nuances
Appreciation - Sees the value within

Recognize
Teachable Moments

Hopeful- All things will work for good
Sincerity - Without guile

Truthfulness - What is real and reliable
Responsibility - Owns the result of actions

Excellence - Continual improvement

Set
Clear Boundaries

Independence - Responsible freedom
True empathy - Others point of view

Self-Disciplined - Self-contolled
Fairness- Received what was earned
Altruism - Sacrifice for good of all

Language of
the Virtues

Enchantment - Carried away
Diligence - Step by careful step

Confidence - Knows what will happen next
Genuine - "e real thing

Friendliness - Open to others



Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Stage of Development ~ Grade 7 to 9 (12 to 15 years of age)
Primary Task ~ Creating a Secure and Authentic Social Self

Note: !is is the Stage when the Individual finds a viable place in the broader Community.

O"er
Companioning

Assertiveness - What was true for you?
Active - What did you do or say?

Collaborative - What help do you need?
Beauty - What made it fit for you?

Strength - What will it take?

Honour the Spirit
Authenticity - What is truly yours

Insightfulness - Look within
Passion - Fully invested

Intimacy - Fully open give and take
Idealism - Making the ideal real

Recognize
Teachable Moments

Wisdom - Making the best choice for now
Genuine - Rings true

Modesty - Truth without embellishment
Productivity - Making a di"erence
Respect - Giving others their due

Set
Clear Boundaries

Interdependence - Shared Responsibility
Tolerance - Accepting di"erences
Trustworthiness - True to word

Discrimination - Careful risk-taking
Righteousness - Dedicated to the right

Language of
the Virtues

Loyalty - Commitment to others
Honour - Worthy of Respect

Integrity - Pure intent
Natural - Unadorned

Faithfulness - Ongoing commitments



Character Development through the
Acquisition of the Virtues

Stage of Development ~ Grade 10 to 12 (16 to 18 years of age)
Primary Task ~ Seeking the Soul’s Path

Note: !is is the Stage when the Individual finds her/his unique destiny and contribution to the future.

O"er
Companioning

Truthfulness - What actually happened?
Alive - How did it hit you?

Steadfastness - What help you to keep seeking?
Freedom - What would make it yours?

Service - How would it benefit both you and 
others?

Honour the Spirit
Authenticity - Accepting what is truly yours
Self-reliance - Your path, your responsibility

Integrity - Authenticity over acceptance
Openness - Fully open to what comes
Humility - Seeking the Divine within

Recognize
Teachable Moments

Commitment - To the path that is yours
Originality - Bring something new
Precise - Your path is a single one

Imaginative - Conceive of new realities
Awareness - Clear, moveable focus

Set
Clear Boundaries

Mature - Responsible risk-taking
Accepting - Each has something to o"er

Engaged - Fully invested
Vital - Essential to thrive

Righteousness - Dedicated to encounter-
ing your own soul

Language of
the Virtues

Courage - To choose the path not know-
ing where it is going

Detachment - Experience with choice
Truthfulness - What is at the core
Understanding - !e big picture

Discernment - Seeking the patterns
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